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Reviewed by Brian M. Hauglid
This volume contains nineteen papers delivered at the Sixth
Annual Book of Mormon Symposium in 1991. The contributors
include: Dean L. Larsen, Robert L. Millet, K. Douglas Bassett,
S. Kent Brown, C. Max Caldwell, Richard O. Cowan, H. Dean
Garrett, Gerald Hansen, Jr., Gerald N. Lund, Robert J. Matthews, Monte S. Nyman, Donald W. Parry, Robert E. Parsons,
H. Doni Peterson, Rex C. Reeve, Jr., Elaine Shaw Sorenson,
Thomas R. Valletta, Clyde 1. Williams, and Fred E. Woods.
Elder Dean L. Larsen, a member of the Presidency of the
Seventy, begins this work with an address entitled "Likening the
Scriptures unto Us." Elder Larsen instructs us that with Book of
Mormon history, particularly Alma's account, "we may be able
to predict with some degree of accuracy the consequences of
human behavior in our day. We can also gain vital insight into
how we may continue to merit the Lord's blessings and thus
avoid the calamities that so often befell these ancient people"
(pp. 1-2). He then draws significant parallels between ancient
Nephite problems that brought down their civilization and very
similar problems that exist today. His is a positive message underscored with firm warnings to keep our covenants.
Appropriately, Elder Larsen points out that although we have
been promised that a complete apostasy will not occur in our
dispensation, because of the conditions of our day individuals
may stumble if they are not rooted in the gospel. This address
should be carefully studied and applied.
Most of the remaining papers represent well-oiled methods
of scriptural elucidation established over many years. However,
there are a few papers that provide a fresh, insightful, and original approach to the book of Alma. While contemplating how to
review this volume, I was reminded of Robert Frost's "The
Road Not Taken" in which he speaks of a divergence of two
roads "in a yellow wood." The traveler took the one "having
perhaps the better claim" though both were worn "about the
same .... I took the one less travelled by, And that has made all
the difference." Traditional Latter-day Saint scripture scholarship
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is easily identifiable and, in most instances, interesting and
sometimes even intellectually stimulating; however, rarely does
it have a newness or original ity that inspires one to a higher level
of commitment and ded ication which makes a real "difference"
in one's life. l Some Latter-day Sain t scholarship seems to be
written in a vacuum in wh ich a chosen few can communicate
with each other on a level most Latter-day Saints will never attain. This is not to mean that there is no viable use for good
schOlarship in the Church. On the contrary, there is a need for
further study in many areas of the gospel that can be dealt with at
a scholarly level. Occasionall y, however, there is a tendency to
lose touch with the fundamental truths in order to emphasize the
details of fringe concepts.
This volume is representative of two roads of Lauer-day
Saint scripture scholarship diverging . I will here focus on those
papers which impressed me as taking the road "less travelled by"
and thereby having "made all the difference" in round ing out this
work and making it a useful and inspiring contribution to the
study of the Book of Alma.
In his paper, entitled "The Probationary Nature of
Mortality," Robert J. Matthews argues that Alma's discourse in
chapter 12 "emphasizes the doctrine of life as a probationary
state, a time of imperfect knowledge, when we learn the gospel
by degrees and show ou r commitment to it by righteous liv ing"
(p. 47). Matthews adds many of his own insights and brings
light to significant verses as he unve ils Alma's deep spiritual
understanding of man's condition in mortality. For instance,
Zeczrom desired to know more about the doctrine of the resurrection, but Alma explained that the mysteries can only be
revealed to those who are spiritually ready (0 receive them.
Matthews connects this principle in Alma 12:9-12 to Jesus'
teac hing in parables, saying, "make no mistake about it, Jesus
used parables to conceal the mysteries of the kingdom from the
unworthy and the spiritually careless" (p. 50). Later, Matthews
discusses the need of members Lo seek the mysteries of the
kingdom, concluding that "if we do not have the deeper concepts
of the gospel, it may he that we Ollrselves are to hlame for our
lack of desire and our unpreparedness" (p. 52).
Joseph Smith also felt that there was validity in approaching
subjects in original ways. In 1844 he remarked, "It has always been my
province to dig up hidden mysteries-new things-for my hearers"; TPJS,
364.
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One of the most original and significant papers is "The
Holy Order of God" by Robert L. Millet. The author demonstrates a thorough understanding of the priesthood, recognizing
that Alma's discussion in Alma J3 " is a deep and ponderous and
insightful prophetic declaration as 10 how ... the people of God
may be sanctified from sin and enjoy the ' words of ctemallife '
in thi s mortal sphere, all in preparat ion for eternal life with God
and holy b~ ings hereafter (:see Moses 6:59)." Millet brings {o gether pertinent verses from Alma 13 and quotes from various
prophets and apos tles to illu strate the interrelationship of doctrines suc h as entering into the rest of the Lord , becomin g a
me mber of the Church of the Firstborn, and receiving the full ness of the priesthood. He explores the type of pries thood
(Leviti cal , Aaroni c, and Melchizedek) the Nephites held , the
principle of foreordinat ion, and Me lchizedek as a scriptural prototype . To those who have a desire to understand a deeper di mension of the priesthood , and even the te mple ordinances, this
discuss ion will be well worth the e ffor t of careful study. At the
conclusio n of the paper, Millet notes that "what was true for the
Fo rme r-day Saints is true for the Latter-day Saints. What inspired and moti vated them can and should entice us to continued
fid elity and devotion" (p. 86).
Matthew s and Millet, like many Lauer-day Saint sc holars,
use the term mysteries liberall y thro ughout their discuss ion s.
There is, perhaps, a need to make some delineation s to achie ve
more accurac y when dealing with the term mysteries, a word
that sometimes causes confusion in light of counse l received by
church authoritie s. Fo r e xamp le, Elder Bruce R. McConkie
quoted D&C 88:77-78 and made fUl important observation about
verse 78, "Teach ye diligentl y and my grace shall attend you,
that yo u may be instructed more perfectly in theory, in doctrine ,
in thc law of the gospel, in all things that pertain unto the kin gdom of God , th at are expedient for you to understand ." Elde r
McConkie stated that the " last mOdifyin g phrase indicates th at
we arc 10 leave the mysteries alone. There are some thin gs th at
arc not gi ven li S in clarit y, and , as of now, do not need to be
full y comprehended in order 10 work o ut our sa lvati on."2 It is
interesting to note that footnote b for Alma 12:9 refers the reader
to the Topi cal Guide under " My steries of Godliness." A closer
2 Bruce R. McConlde, "The Teacher' s Divi ne Commission," in
Mark L. McConkie. ell ., Doctrines of the Restoration: Sermons and
IVr;t;II!!.\· of Bruce R. McCollkil' (Sa lt Lake City: Bookcraft, 19R9), 324.
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look at the terms mysteries and mysteries of godliness reveals an
important distinction between the two. Thi s difference is noted
by Truman Madsen:
Orallradition attributes another wise maxim to the
Prophet : "Don't climb to the extreme branches of the
tree, for there is danger of falling: cling close to the
trunk." One translation: Avoid the vain mysteries and
the discussion of them. Avoid imaginative speculation. But Joseph Smith, one must quickly add, made
a distinction between the mysteries of godliness-that
is, the deeper things that can only be known by revelalion to the sou l on the how of a god ly life-and thc
specul ative pursuit of matters that are without profit to
the soul .3
Wilh a more accurate definition of these terms it can be
seen that "the va in mysteries are those of which we know nothing and need not know anything-whether, fo r example, the
pearly gates sw ing or roil, or what is the ultimate destiny of the
son of perdilion";4 the mysteries of godliness arc those things of
which we mu st know in order to secure exaltation. Of these
Joseph Smith remarked, " I advise all 10 go on to perfection and
search deeper and deeper into the mysteries of godliness."5
Although the scriptures sometimes use these terms interchangeably, and, in most cases, they mean mysteries of godliness, the
prophets have made this significant distinction between the two
words to be more applicable to our day, that is, to searc h the
mysteries of god liness and avoid the vain mysteries. I would
like to see Latter-day Saint scholars be more specific in their use
of the term.
Another unique paper is Gerald Lund's study of Korihor
in "An Anti-Christ in the Book of Mormon-The Face May Be
Strange, but the Voice Is Familiar." This is the best examination
of Alma 30 I have seen. Lund argues that Korihor's method of
determining what is true connotes a philosophical approach and
that it has parallels to modern metaphysics, axiology, epistemology and such modern isms as authoritarianism, rationalism, and
pragmatism. It would also have been intere stin g to look at
3 Truman G. Madsen, Joseph Smith the Prophet (Salt Lake C ity:
l3ookcraft. 1989). 104--5.
4 Ibid., 105.
5
TPJS.364.
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Korihor's phi losophy in terms of modern relativism. The maxim
that "truth is relative" sounds much like Korihor's statement that
"whatsoever a man did was no crime"(Alma 30: 17). However,
Lund carefully shows the brill iance of Alma's log ic and his
spi ritual insights that thwart Korihor. In addition, several charts
aid in seei ng both Korihor's and Alma's methodologies.
Monte S. Nyman, in his paper "The State of the Soul
Between Death and the Resurrection ," has brought together a
variety of teachings on the spiri t world which I found not on ly
enjoyable. but also highly instructive. Us ing Alma 40, Nyman
explores such questions as: "What is the spirit world? Where is
it? Are there d ivisions in the spirit world? Who are the righteous
spirits? Who are the wicked spi rits? Is it poss ible for the wicked
spi ri ts to escape fro m the ir prison?" This focused paper ci tes
passages of scri pture and interestin g quotes from general authorities and others to form a compre hensive picture of the spi rit
world.
In "Teac hi ng in Blac k and Wh ite: Antithetic Paralle l
Structure in the Book of Alma, Its Form and Funct ion," Donald
W. Parry notes that antit het ica l parallelism "is characterized by
an opposition of thoughts, or an ant ithesis between two or more
contiguous li nes" (p. 282). Parry d iscusses severa l examples of
th is parallel ism from verses in the book of Alma. This paper is
original in that it illuminates yet another di mension to the beautiful poetic make- up of the Boo k of Mormo n. Parry is brief,
demonstrating a remarkable ability to present complex ideas with
a cla rity that enables one to understand and grasp the concepts
q uickly.
The majority of the other papers are well written and interesting, if a bit less original. A couple are either too long or are
pedantic in nature. Fred Wood's paper, in particu lar, was seriously marred by grammat ical and typographical errors.
All the papers in this volume can add to our understanding
of the book of Alma, making this a useful work. Several. however, represent "the road less taken," offe ring refreshing, original insights which can make "all the d iffe re nce" in the li ves of
serious readers.

